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About This Game

This is a first person puzzle game.
The player will face a pocket fantasy world that was created by a wicked wizard. Enjoy the fairy tail atmosphere, investigate and

explore the brand new world. Find the records of people stuck there before you. You are all alone there, no need to rush, take
your time. Puzzles are consuming, and each has peculiarities. You don't know all secrets yet, but it you need to figure out the

way back home. Use your mind.
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Title: The Mirum
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Arbatskii Anatolii
Publisher:
Arbatskii Anatolii
Release Date: 1 Feb, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: intel core i5

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 970

DirectX: Version 12

Storage: 6 GB available space

English,Traditional Chinese,Russian
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the mirum steam. the miriam walkthrough. the mirum game. the meaning of mirum. structure of the mirumok ruins. the mirum
agency. what does the word mirum mean. the phone house mirum. soloists during the tuba mirum include. the mirum gameplay.
the mirum *2019*. the mirum group. the mirum pc game. the mirum pc. the body shop mirum

I love this game. First game in my experience that clearly tells that it doesn't want people to play it.

Started first battle. As soon as I got to the capture point, game said 'connection lost'. I play many online games and I have no
problems with connections to them, so it's obviously NOT problem on my side. Reconnection? No, this game doesn't do it. So, it
just kicked me back into the main menu, where NON-SKIPPABLE tutorial tells me to equip gun that I've just got as a reward
for my first mission. But I got DCed, I have no rewards! But tutorial doesn't let me play game if I won't equip 'new gun'. Quit
the game, reconnect? Tutorial is still there! No chance to play without completing it! Best game design ever!

11/10, would not play this game again!. As good the first two (actually three) Painkillers were, this one is as bad. It gives the real
What-How-Who-Why? feeling.

Pros:
The level design of the first (weird) and the last level (open-wide overbright depressing). Sorry but that\u2019s all!

Cons:
Only 6 levels, but don\u2019t think it will be a short fun thingy, not at all! I nearly played it as much time as the whole Black
Edition! Why? Beacuse five of the levels are sooooooo big that there is enough space for a mediocre RPG\u2019s whole
storytaking. But they are not just big but you don\u2019t even have a clue where to go! The compass that always helped in the
previous games are mostly not working (as it seems they only function near a checkpoint), or it just shows a near health item
(really, it happened to me!).
So the gameplay is: You wander aimlessly in big wide areas or ridiculously hard maze-alikes, sometimes triggering enemy
spawns, fight them then toddle further without any clue what to do. The enemy spawns are randomly placed, no chance to find
them all. On one of these enormous levels to earn a card you have to kill all mobs, of course i missed a quarter of them.
Sometimes you find a checkpoint and you are happy thinking you have found \u2019The Route\u2019, but soon realize there
are more checkpoints when accidentally backtracked because of no directions given and a shortway (again thinking this is
\u2019The Route\u2019) just lead you back there.
Have to mention here that even if it\u2019s a fan made product (like the mighty Overdose), the several clipping and stucking
problems, incomplete areas with missing parts and walk-out-the-map-and-die things are still not acceptable!
The new enemies are ugly, some really amorphous, and extremly unbalanced. Most of them are boring easy and some are. . .
ehhh: One time i walked into an open area and i\u2019ve been presented with a new chaingun enemy, not one but like twenty.
Guess who died . . . 30 times in rapid succession, until i was able to retract somehow with my remaining 4 HP and hide behind a
wagon. It took me 20 minutes to clear the area by picking them one by one and of course it costed me again like 30 deaths as the
guys use perfect aimbot hitscans.
Older Painkillers were famous of that the enemies were in context with the design of the levels and areas they appeared on. In
here absolutely nothing. Everything seems randomly thrown into.
For the record i was able to earn only one card (first level). Yes, I\u2019m a pretty mediocre player but seeing how far i was to
reach other cards\u2019 requirements i say that\u2019s a joke.
Here comes the best part: SUICIDAL ENEMIES. Let\u2019s say this is a very unique feature of this product, as i never saw
this behavior in other FPSs. It must be connected somehow with the messed up checkpoint system that sometimes (not even
rarely) when you approach a new area you see a bunch of puffs meaning the mobs just vaporized themselves. Even better one of
the minibosses (or boss? not sure :P) did this to me, really! I was wandered around half-crying in some Gobi Desert size crater
when i found a hundred meters high door like wall. I was sure a boss is behind it, but could not open it. Hardened by the hours
of playing this game I was a pro at this moment and i knew i have to find some randomly dropped checkpoints to trigger the
opening. So i staggered away to hunt for the little red saviours. Periodically checked back and after a while (an hour or so),
hurray! it was open. Run through it with readied heavy weaponry but i was only greeted by a big puff and a cutscene began.
After it was done i gathered the fair amount of ammunitions around and started shooting at the poor enviroment to lessen my
frustration.
The protagonist is an idiot for sure. As someone (J.Johnson) in an another review pointed out he (the \u2019hero\u2019)
\u201ecalls himself a 'world class killer' blows himself up because he can't read a bus schedule\u201d.
The plot itself is chaotic, the conversations tells nothing besides the antipathy between the protagonist and the bosses (but there
is no why). Normally i would not care but the big pile of other problems just strengthen this as well. BTW I know i did not see
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the real ending (again i \u2019only\u2019??!! played at normal) but i have no intention to play this mess again.

2\/10 - Total mess. A wandering for hours FPS.

(Sorry for my English!). Unintuitive, unrewarding, frustrating and boring. Generic twin-stick shooter with messed up looting
and progression. You will try different approaches trying to play this game and every attempt will leave you confused, upset and
bored.
Because this game was designed wrong on so many levels in so many ways. It only looks playable and fun. But every other
moment the game throws on you some inadeqate unpredictable twist which delays any fun for too long.
I got frustrated trying to understand the mechanics of the game. They are unintuitive and wrong. Was no fun either.. This blew
my expectations. I honestly dont know why so many people dislike the game, For only $3 It has alot to do and contains fun
platforming and Bright and colourful world to explore. I really loved this small franchise and i hope for mare in the future. This
is definitely worth the price it is and worth your time.. Great game, fitting length for the price (about $8), the combat was fun
and clever, the soundtrack was cool and the art was nice and creative, especially in the fantasy settings.

My one complaint is that the game autosaved, so it was a hassle to see all the choices I could take in the interactive segments,
but it's not that big of a deal once you learn to roll with it.

If you have an afternoon to spend, give this a shot.. Fun game xD. You'd expect more from a LEGO game. The theme of the
game makes it easy to overlook the flaws. Everyone loves Indiana Jones, right?
One problem is that the gae breaks several times. You can't achieve objectives, because the game won't trigger key events.
Luckily this can be fixed by replaying the level.
Even more frustrating is the difficult jumping. It is often hard to see where you will land, especially if the room to land is small.
Traversing small beams etc. for extra loot is just frustrating. Character control feels often bad.
The last campaign is pretty badly done. Several areas with never-ending waves of enemies. Stupid driving sections on bikes with
the bad controls. Add to this mines that are often unavoidable and a chasm where you fall in.

Overall: Consider getting it if you like Indiana Jones and LEGO games. For the rest, there are better LEGO games out there.
. I like more music. But to be fair, this dlc lacks one more song. 3 songs for 2 euros is more expensive than the previous song
packs. Also, I do miss a more "dangerous"\/ epical Russian song that should play for Russians and those fighting the mighty
Russians.

To the developpers: I really like extra songs, so I quickly buy them. However, only accidently I saw there was a new songpack.
Could you advertise them better?. This game is a lot of fun and so different from anything out there. Manage a team of thieves
as they master new skills and techniques to run heists against the town of Greypool. Scratches that XCOM itch!
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I wanted to give this game a shot, because we love the board game version so much. Unfortunately it has several issues/bugs:
When you trade in priests to workers / workers to coin it still says you can't afford upgrades and other turn actions you obviously
CAN afford. And trying to report bugs caused the game to crash into an infinite reload mode on me, constantly resetting my
turn.

I didn't have trouble with the graphics since I play on a TV, and I thought the layout worked fine. But the bugs make the game
practically un-playable. Until they are fixed I would recommend saving your money for the board game version.. My
Grandfather smoked his whole life. I was about 10 years old when my mother said to him, 'If you ever want to see your
grandchildren graduate, you have to stop immediately.'. Tears welled up in his eyes when he realized what exactly was at stake.
He gave it up immediately. Three years later he died of lung cancer. It was really sad and destroyed me. My mother said to me-
'Don't ever smoke. Please don't put your family through what your Grandfather put us through." I agreed. At 28, I have never
touched a cigarette. I must say, I feel a very slight sense of regret for never having done it, because this game gave me cancer
anyway.. This game is no different from the last 4 entries, the online is inconvienent and useless to say the least. The interface
looks different but is the exact same otherwise. Dont waste your money, just buy FHM4 or FHM1 its the same thing. Dirty
Game.. I don'T like it that much, but its just personal preference, i don't really see the point of the game, i can just launch up
and stay up all day and not get hit and shoot everything down, i mean i guess im winning but it aint that fun. Game has a long
way to go until it's complete, but can offer a lot of fun already in its current state.
I picked it because it has a unique bulding system that allows to create fantastic castles extremely easily. It is just a matter of
undestanding controls before you can enjoy the building.
Every piece of wall, tower etc. fits together perfectly creating seamless structures. Fantastic.

That being said, a lot of elements could be improved. Most notable issues I encountered:

- Cometimes a block cannot be deleted normally (only using hard delete) and then nothing can be put in its place. Space is
blocked indefinitely and that can really mess up the entire castle.
- Camera is infuriartingly slow. Bulding would be more convenient and friendly if the screen panning was faster.
- Landscaping tools do not work properly. Additionally, after reloading saved game, all landscape goes back to original, which
means parts of the castle can go underground and have to be excavated before continuing work.
- If a castle is really big, the game may fail to load the "take a walk" mode.

Some elements that would be great to have:
- flooring - I think there is only stones and one kind of tiles
- more kinds of windows, bigger doors.
- more decorations for interiors, like paintings, bookshelves etc. to create a lived-in castle feeling.
- More options for vaultings/supporting floors.
- tutorial system would make the game more accessible and bring more people willing to try it.

I can recommend the game to every fan of castles who wants to build on his own - quickly and easily. Although, one has to be
aware of current limitations.

Thanks to the developers for such creative and unique game. I am looking forward to seeing it develop into the full experience..
I like this game but it freezes far too often and you are forced to close the game in order to fix it.

EDIT: The game is fixed now so everyone is free to enjoy it. An addictive arcade style platformer sort of like the original Mario
Bros or Flicky. This game gets crazy quickly but the controls are so tight that you know it's your own fault when you die. Good
developers who took care of a problem instead of trying to cover it up.
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